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Generalized SNR and Performance
Index of Filters for Waveform
Estimation

INrnooucrrolt
For a random signal corrupted by addi-

tive statistically independent noise, it is
common practice to use the SNR as a gain-
invariant measure of the disturbance caused
by noise. After fi1tering, however, the signal
will be distorted and noisy; hence, the com-
mon definition of SNR is not directly ap-
plicable. The reciprocal of the normalized
mean-souare error. which has been used

t1 ]- [3 ] is not satisfactory. We present here
an adequate definition of a generalized
SNR for noisy signals and discuss the SNR
of optimum mean-bquare filters. We also in-
dicate that the SNR performance of filters
may be a misleading measure of their merit.

GrxBnarrzBn Srcxer-ro-Norso Rerro

Consider a noisy s ignal  r ( l ) :5( t )*n(t) ,
in which the signal s(l) and the iroise n(t) are
statistically independent stationary pro-
cesses. The common Sli/R is SIr'R
:P6/46, where the bar indicates time or
ensemble average. (In the following argu-
ment I is suppressed because of the sta-
tionariness of all processes involved.) For a
generai noisy signal / we can always write
y:cs+nb in which cs is the new desired
signal, nr is the noise, and c is a constant to
be determined. The proper l ies [4]  of  the
S.l[R we would like to obtain by proper
choice of c are t) gain invariance and, 2) re-
duction to the common definition whenever
possible. Both properties of interest are ob-
tained by letting the "signal" cs and the

"noise" zr  be l inear ly independent.

crs ly-crs] :0 t ,  :  ty/ t ' .

For this constant rr, we can write a general-
ized Sl[R.'

'S1YRG: "+' / tY-" tF
/ /  1 \: r / l  , - r ) ,  ( r )

I  \psu- /

in which p,v is the correlation coefficient.

Optimum SNR Filter

Consider I to be the result of a filtering
operation of some class on a noisy signal r.
We wish to find the filter, and therefore, y,
which maximizes S1y'R6, at the output. Let
j be the optimum mean-square estimate of s
in the class. It is well known that the error

[s -!] is uncorrelated with all outputs of the
same class,  i .e. ,  y(s-y) :0.  Therefore,
ys:)r i ,  in part icular,  9s:p.  Thus,

The maximum of SNRc is obtained for
p2o)2:7,  that  is ,  y:k i  ( in which A is some
gain factor). Therefore, the optimum mean-
square filter is the optimum Si/R filter, and
we have

t/ l  \

'a*  {snn6} : r /  ( -"^- t )
Y /  \P-sY /

t tA \  c2

: t / (=-r) : -  - r
I \i2 / e2_in

in which d-i": [5 -y ]zis the minimum mean-
square error.

The SI/R performance of a filter is given
by the ratio B:SA/R."I/SA/Ri" in which the
generalized SIy'R is used.
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Consider the direct use of a mean-square
filter in waveform estimation. Note that
simple attenuation will give a mean-square
error lower than the signal power, but will
not furnish an improved knowledge of the
signal waveform, A reasonable reference is
therefore the least mean-square error achiev-
able by attenuation, a2optr.att.t and we define
a performance index [5], [6]

V^r^
4: -  

:

d oqt,att,

F^^/F

eopt.att . /s2

in which e2-;o is given by the optimum filter
of some class and e2op1.o11. is given by the op-
timum attenuator acting on the same input.

When the noisy signal to be filtered is an
additive mixture of signal and independent
noise, then the performance index 4 and the
SNR performance B are simply related.
Here, the optimum attenuator will give
A/?hn."rr.:NSR/(1+li/SR). Consider a
graph (Fig.  1)  of  the normal ized errors
e'^;^f sl and ?"pt.un./s2 vs. the input noise-
to-signal ratio (//SR). For a specific input
/r'SRi", the optimum filter yields a nor-
malized error e'/?lt (point,4 in Fig. 1) and
the at tenuator a normal ized error CRlr .

H,IF-
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Fig. 1. Normalized error vs. NSR'

Let NSRur. be the input IISR for which the

attenuator gives the normalized error

7plt .  I t  can be shown [6]  that  the output
I/SR of the optimum filter is li/SR."t
:Iy'SR"tt.. We have, therefore,

B : I|/SRt"/lt/SRatt.] eonstant error

,7 : F^r"/4or.^rr. ] "oo",u'. 'ooo.
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Thus the two performance measures use the
same system of reference, the optimum at-
tenuator, but one compares the mean-square
errors for the same input while the other
compares the input -ly'SRs for the same
mean-square errof.

Drscussrox oF THE Two MresunBs
or Ppnnonue,Nco

The performance index indicates pre-

cisely the contribution of the filter to the de-
sired improved knowledge of the signal
waveform, while the "SNR performance is an
indirect measure that can be misleading. To
see this, we consider, the performance of
linear filters [6] as a function of NSR for
additive indeoendent noise.

It was shown [6] that if both signal and
noise have spectra that do not vanish over
any finite frequency bands, then

e9l"or."r .+ 1 as I ISR; '  + o '

V.ft'l^r"+ 1 as y't/SRi' + o

Therefore, the performance index, 4, ap-
proaches 1 as NSRi"+ o, but the SNR
performance, 6, will in general be different
from 1 as .ly'SRl"+ o. Figure 1 shows the

le€on for this discrepancy. Although

e2 / s2lopt.titt. and e2 f s2lopt.utt. both tend
asymptotically toward the same limit as
N,SRia+e, it takes a considerable change
of IISR (from ly'SRi" to lr'SR"tt.) for an at-
tenuator to give the incrementally lower
mean-square error of the optimum filter. It
is clear that, in this case, the performance
index is a more accurate measure of the per-

formance of the filter for waveform estima-
tion.
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